A typology of gesture is presented based on four parameters: whether the gesture necessarily occurs with the verbal signal or not, whether it is represented in memory or created anew, how arbitrary or motivated it is, and what type of meaning it conveys. According to the second parameter, gestures are distinguished into codified gestures, ones represented in memory, and creative gestures, ones created on the spot by applying a set of generative rules. On the basis of this typology, a procedure is presented to generate the different types of gestures in a Multimodal Embodied Agent.
Introduction
As all gesture scholars have shown, we make gestures of different kinds. They differ in their occurrence (some are necessarily performed during speech, others are not) and their physical structure (some are bi-phasic, other ones are tri-phasic, [1] ). But they also bear different kinds of meanings and fulfill different communicative functions. A large number of gesture taxonomies have been proposed in literature. Sometimes, though, we feel that a gesture does not belong to a single type but is better carachterized against several parameters. In Sections 2 -4, I propose a parametric typology of gestures, while in Section 5, on the basis of this typology I outline a model of gesture production: I present a hypotheses on the procedure through which we decide which type of gesture to make during discourse, according to our communicative goals and to our knowledge of the context.
A Parametric Typology of Gestures
The parameters I propose to classify a gesture are the following: its relationship to other concomitant signals; its cognitive construction; the relationship between the gesture and its meaning.
Relationship to Other Signals
The first relevant parameter to distinguish gestures is its relationship to other signals in other modalities: that is, whether the gesture co-occurs with other signals or it can be produced by itself. From this point of view, we can distinguish autonomous and coverbal gestures. An autonomous gesture may or may not be produced during speech, while a coverbal gesture is awkward if produced in absence of speech. Emblems are generally of the former type, beats of the latter [2] , [3] .
Cognitive Construction
Another relevant parameter to distinguish gestures is their cognitive construction, that is, whether and how they are represented in the Speaker's mind. From this point of view, we may distinguish codified and creative gestures [4] . A codified gesture is one steadily represented in the Speaker's mind somehow as a lexical item of a gestural lexicon. On the signal side the motor and perceptual features of the gesture are represented, on the meaning side the semantic information it bears. The signal may be represented in terms of mental images or motor programs, and the meaning in the same format and/or in a propositional format. Codified gestures then form a lexicon in our minds, that is a list of gesture-meaning pairs, where the speaker "knows" how is its standard form and which is its precise meaning, and believes that such gesture means such meaning to the interlocutor as well as to oneself: that is, the representation of the gesture-meaning pair is also believed to be shared. «Emblems» [2] are a typical case of codified gestures. A creative gesture is not steadily represented in our mind, but one we invent on the spot as we want to illustrate our speech more vividly. It is created on the basis of a small set of generative rules that state how to create a gesture which is new (never produced and never seen before), but nonetheless comprehensible [4] . McNeill's [3] iconics, but also deictics, as I will argue below, are generally creative gestures.
Gesture-Meaning Relationship
The third parameter is the gesture -meaning relationship. A gesture may be either motivated or arbitrary. It is motivated when the meaning can be inferred from the signal even by someone who has never perceived it before; that is, when the meaning is linked to the signal in a non-random way. A signal and a meaning may be linked to each other non-randomly in two ways: either by similarity or by mechanical determinism. Gestures linked to their meaning by similarity (resemblance, imitation) are iconic signals. A signal is iconic when some perceptual part or aspect of the signal in some way resembles some perceivable part or aspect linked to the meaning. Drawing the outline of a cello in the air to mean "cello" is an iconic gesture. Gestures linked to their meaning by mechanical determinism are biological or natural signals. Take the gesture of shaking fists up, that expresses joy or triumph for succeding in something (say, at the end of a race). This is not an iconic gesture, since it does not "imitate" joy; but it is determined by the physiological arousal produced by the emotion of joy, that necessarily causes outward or upward movements. A gesture is a natural or biological signal when its perceptual motor aspects are the same as those produced by a biological event linked to the meaning of the signal itself. Finally, a gesture is arbitrary when signal and meaning are linked neither by a relationship of similarity nor by any other relationship that allows one to infer the meaning from the signal even without knowing it.
Semantic Content
The fourth parameter to distinguish gestures is their semantic content. The semantic contents of our communicative acts may concern either Information on the World or Information on the Speaker's Mind [5] : we communicate both about abstract and concrete objects, persons, animals, events -the world outside ourselves -and about our mental states, namely our beliefs, goals, and emotions. Among the gestures that inform about objects and events of the outside world, for instance, Italian emblems mention persons ("indian", "communist"), animals ("horse"), objects ("scissors", "cigarette"), actions ("to cut", "to smoke", "to walk"), properties ("thin", "stubborn", "stupid"), relations ("link between two things"), times ("yesterday"), quantifiers ("two"). Other gestures, among both Emblems and other types of gestures, are Gestural Mind Markers, that is, hand movements devoted to convey Information about the Speaker's Mind. Among Gestural Belief Markers some provide information about the degree of certainty of the beliefs we are mentioning: the "palm up open hand" [6] means that what we are saying is obvious, self-evident, while "showing empty hands while lowering forearms" means we are quite uncertain about something. Instead, we provide metacognitive information as we inform about the source of what we are saying: we may be trying to retrieve information from our long-term memory, as we imply when we "snap thumb and middle finger" (= "I am trying to remember"); or we may try to concentrate, that is, to draw particular attention to our own thinking, as we imply by "leaning chin on fist" (Rodin's "Thinker" posture). Within Gestural Goal Markers, some express a performative, that is, the goal of a single sentence: raising the flat hand or the index finger near the shoulder is like saying: "attention please"; the Italian purse hand [7] means "I ask you a question". Other gestures distinguish topic and comment in a sentence, thus marking the Speaker's goal in the sentence planning -what s/he wants to stress vs. what s/he takes for granted: this is the function of the up and down movement of beats in general [8] and of specific gestures such as Kendon's [8] ring and finger bunch. Then we have metadiscursive gestures, that inform on the hierarchical structure and on the logical relations among sentences in a discourse. By "bending index and middle fingers of both hands" (= "quotes"), the Speaker is distancing from what s/he's saying; in Italy, "fist rotating on wrist with curved thumb and index finger" states a link, say, of causeeffect or proximity, between two things. But also locating discourse characters or topics in the space and then pointing at them, thus meaning "Now I come back to this" is a metadiscursive gesture. Again, "raising a hand" is a turn-taking device. Finally, we have Gestural Emotion Markers. "Raising fists" to express elation, or "pulling one's hair" to express despair inform about the Speaker's emotion (Table 1) . Speaker's Mind) cuts across with "Cognitive construction", since not only objects, persons, actions but also beliefs, goals and emotions can be conveyed both by codified and by creative gestures. To refer to scissors or cigarettes, in Italy you can resort to emblems; but to mention an acid material an Aphasic patient [4] scratches his hand, inventing a creative gesture (acid = something that scratches); to assert something as self evident you can use the ready-made Belief Marker "palm up open hands", but a politician opens hands as something that opens up, thus giving the idea of something visible to everybody [7] : a metaphorical creative gesture. Finally, as Fig. 1 shows, "Cognitive Construction" can cut across "Gesture -Meaning Relationship". Both codified and creative gestures can be classified as to their motivatedness. Raising hand or index finger to ask for speaking turn is a codified gesture, in that we all know what it means; and it is natural (biologically codified) since raising a hand naturally captures attention by enhancing visibility. Sliding one's hand under one's chin (= "I couldn't care less") is a culturally codified arbitrary neapolitan gesture, while the extended index and middle finger near the mouth (= "to smoke") is cultural codified iconic. A creative iconic gesture is, for instance, to draw the outline of a cello to mean "cello" (Fig.1) . 
Creative Gestures
Suppose you want to convey some Meaning (say, mention some referent) by a gesture, and no gesture is codified for that Meaning. If the referent is present in the surrounding context, you can simply point at it (that is, use a deictic); but if it is not there, you have to invent a creative gesture for it. In fact, both pointing and creating a new gesture share one and the same cognitive task: both characterize the referent by selecting one or a few relevant features of it.
Deictics
When the referent is in the physical contexts, its most salient feature is its present location, so that the easiest thing to do is to point at it, using hands or fingers (or nose tip, chin, lip, gaze) to mark in which direction the Addressee can find that referent. This is the origin of deictic gestures, and it is so much biological that any child starts pointing at the right age. This is why I consider deictics creative natural gestures. We may also have abstract deixis [3] in that one may not point at the concrete referent itself, but to something, in the surrounding space, which is in some way linked to that referent.
Iconics
Creative Iconic Gestures are cognitively more difficult to create than Deictics are. This is the difference between a noun and a deictic [9] : when the referent is not present, you must invent a noun for it, which implies constructing the concept of it, that is, abstracting all its defining features. This is what happens when any (verbal or nonverbal) noun is created for the first time: also for a "gestural noun", you have to abstract all the defining features of a referent, and then depict one or some by hands [4] , [7] . An iconic gesture is in fact a gesture that, by using the shape, location and movement of your hand, imitates some distinctive features of the referent: its form, its typical location, the actions that the referent itself typically performs and those others perform with it. This is why an iconic gesture is cognitively more complex than a deictic one, which only requires selecting the feature of location to mention a referent. As shown in [7] , to create a gesture anew for naming a referent, we select the most distinctive visible feature of the referent and represent it mimically: to represent "guitar" we may depict its shape, for "hat" its location, for "bird" its action of flying, for "salt" our action of spreading it. If the referent is not visible, by our hands we'll represent another visible referent inferentially linked to it, (waving hair for "wind", talking people for "democracy"). In such cases, in order to create a gestural noun, we have to find a "bridge" between that non visible referent and the handshapes or hand movements we can perform: the "bridge" is another referent which, on the one side, can be represented by handshapes and movements, but on the other side is linked to the target referent by a small number of logical inferences, like cause-effect, objectfunction, class-example, opposite, negation and so on. For example, to mean "noise" I imitate a person closing one's ears with hands (cause-effect), to mean "noun" I depict a label (object-function), to mean "freedom" I pretend to be behind the bars of a prison and then deny this (negation of the opposite) [7] .
Deictics and Iconics as Creative Gestures
Deictics and Iconics are then both creative gestures in that it is implausible for them to be represented in memory: both are produced out of a set of generation rules. I argue for this because I think It would not be very economic, say, for us to memorize a specific deictic gesture for each angle made by our hand with our body; it is more likely that we memorise a single rule like: "position your hand so as to describe an imaginary line going from your finger to the referent".
Codified Gestures
A codified gesture is in some way simpler than a creative gesture, from a cognitive point a view, since in it the signal (the particular handshape, movement, location and orientation you impress to the hand), the meaning, and their link to each other, are coded in the Speakers long term memory: when the Speaker wants to communicate that meaning s/he only has to retrieve it in memory, find out the corresponding signal, and produce it; while the Interlocutor, when seeing the signal, simply has to search it in memory and retrieve the corresponding meaning. Whatever the origin of a codified gesture, whether cultural or natural, iconic or arbitrary, retrieval in memory is the only cognitive task required to produce a codified gesture: no selection of features is needed, and hence no work of abstraction, no search for similarities is required.
A Procedure for the Generation of Gesture in Speech
So far I have outlined a static typology of gestures based on some relevant parameters that allow us to distinguish the gestures we see. But what happens as we produce gestures ourselves? While we are talking, what determines whether we also resort to gesture, beside speech? And, provided we use also the gestural modality to be more clear or effective, how do we decide which gesture to use at each step of our discourse?
When to Produce a Gesture
Gesture in bimodal communication is triggered by context. Any time we engage in a communicative process, to fulfill our communicative goals we have to take into account not only the meanings we want to convey (say, what are the "surprising features" of something we are describing [10] ), but also the communicative resources at hand [11] , [7] , [10] . These resources encompass, on the one hand, our internal capacities: both transitory pathological conditions such as slips of the tongue or aphasia, and general linguistic competence conditions, like, say, the fact that as a foreigner we do not master a language completely, or that our own language is not rich in motion verbs [3] . On the other hand, these resources encompass external conditions (context proper), that include our assumptions about the Addressee and the physical and social situation at hand: the Addressee's cognitive features like linguistic competence, knowledge base and inference capacity, as well as its personality traits; the availability of only visual or both visual and acoustic modality and, finally, our social relationship to the Addressee and the type of social encounter we are engaged in, whether formal or informal, and whether aimed at affective goals -like with a friend or acquaintance -or at goals typical of a service encounter [12] . Now, the Speaker may decide, at a higher or lower level of awareness, to use a gesture instead of a word to convey some specific meaning, and can do this for whatever reason: s/he may be an aphasic, or have a slip of the tongue, or his/her language may not provide a word specific enough for that concept or visual image (internal capacities), or there is a lot of noise in the room, or to utter the right word would be impolite, or too difficult for the Listener's low linguistic competence (external conditions). However, to state which gesture to make, context determines only the choice between autonomous and coverbal gestures: if only visual modality is available, then autonomous gestures have to be chosen, while if speech cooccurs, both autonomous and coverbal gestures may be produced. But whatever kind of gesture we produce, the question is: how do we choose which gesture to make, what is the mental route from the goal of conveying some meaning via gesture to a specific gestural output?
What Gesture to Produce
In order to answer this questions, a simulation approach can be usefully adopted. Presently, a whole research area is concerned with the construction of Believable Interactive Embodied Agents, Artificial Agents capable of interactive with the User not only by written text but also with voice, facial expression, body posture and gestures [13] . In this area, several systems that make gestures have been produced (just to give some examples, [10] , [14] for iconics, [15] for deictics). With the aim of producing, in future work, an Embodied Agent that can generate any type of gesture [16] , in this Section I present a hypothesis about the generation of gesture during speech that stems from the gesture typology presented above. I propose a procedure for the generation of gestures that leads from the "decision" to make a gesture, triggered by consideration of the context, to the production of different gestures, by taking into account not only the meaning to convey but also the cognitive construction of the gestures to make (Figure 2 ). The hypothesis underlying this procedure is that the choice of the Gesture to make in order to communicate some Meaning is in the first place determined by requirements of cognitive economy (whatever its meaning, on the World or on the Speaker's Mind): for the law of the least effort, a codified gesture, when available, should in principle be preferred to a creative gesture, since simply retrieving a ready-made gesture from memory looks easier than engaging in the creation of a gesture anew. In the second place, it is the type of meaning to convey, either on the World or on the Mind, that leads our choice of which gesture to make. The first question in the procedure, then (see Figure 2 , Question 1), aims at finding out a Codified Gesture for the Meaning to convey. If such a ready-made gesture is not found in memory, the second easier step is to check if a deictic may be used (Questions 2 and 3): again, since to select only the feature of location is easier than to sort out a whole bunch of defining features, concrete and abstract deixis will be the second and third choice. If neither codified nor deictic gestures can be used, for Information on the World (Question 4) we resort to creative iconic gestures: that is, we look for the most distinctive feature of the referent (shape, location, action we perform on it or action performed by it) and we represent it by our hands. (This quite complex subprocedure, that I cannot illustrate in detail here, is the one sketched in Sect.4.2. and described at lenght in [7] ). If the Meaning to convey is Information on the Speaker's Mind, for topic and comment markers (Question 5) we use beats (hands, however shaped, that generally move up during the topic and down during the comment); to provide discourse reference, for instance, to mention a new character or refer to one already mentioned, which I classify as metadiscursive information (Question 6) we point in the space around (again an abstract deictic gesture). Finally, if information on the Speaker's Mind is neither about topic-comment distinction, nor about discourse planning, in order to perform a creative gestural Mind Marker the Speaker will necessarily produce a metaphorical gesture, that is, mimically represent a visible referent that is inferentially linked to the Meaning: like the politician who opens hands to mean "self-evident".
